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An Aig is a set of 5 As breasoned    out (the x, y and z dimensions of 80 objects per A are visualised) per work day where the A is repointed to a specific department from a job.
Making the Transition from Book to Business
To make the transition from a book course to a business, one needs a business model that anticipates and creates business. One should prepare to give out 50 As (for buying a service) even when not yet accredited, i.e. collect As for students on Pedagogy, Meditation, etc. industries. The algorithm to collect 5 As (which are virally delegated to meditators    to become 50 As) for each encounter with students's students is to write 5 As each with 15 points (real points breasoned out) spiritually questioning for points. NB. It is possible to reduce the work from 5 As to 267 breasonings for studying Honours (4 15 A assignments) or 80 breasonings for studying Masters by coursework (4 100 A assignments).
Aigs, 5 As on each of the topic, economics, medicine, education, meditation should be spiritually collected for each class for student to turn up. Define the time period for spiritual algorithms from the time the course is paid for, continuing if the course is finished. The 5 As are transformed into 50 As virally by a meditator in meditation or through the pop star's people in pop, otherwise the person is given a copy of 50 As repointed to the department.
During and after postgraduate commerce courses, 1 A may be used for selling a degree, and 50 As (again, 267 breasonings or 1 80 breasoning A) are needed to ask lecturer applicants for 50 As in human resources (i.e. to earn the job).
To Do List

"5 As" (really 50 As/267 breasonings/1 A) on each of medicine, education, meditation, the topic (1 A for each of Computational English (Philosophy) and Computer Science), and economics (1 A) – where only 1 A is required because it is from a department in a degree major that I have studied.
Finish Pedagogy essay worksheets for students.
LMS (Google sites, announcements)
Advertising
In-person private classes in office
Later: Diploma graduates teaching.

Daily Tasks
Aigs for 5 As, etc. (the required number of breasonings in each department) needed
Prayed for daily by Lucian with spiritual algorithms delegated to first Aigs person.
Don't work on 5 As, 50 As for lecturers, just delegate and pray to appear afterwards.
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